
Keeping Records of Animals
Object transfer and the circulation of lists between zoos and museums

A list of the reptiles and amphibians delivered by the Zoo Aquarium to the Natural History

Museum in Berlin between 1914 and 1915 with price information (MfN, HBSB S III, Zoolog. Garten,

Bd. 1. All rights reserved.)

A list containing animal names and dates, beside them various handwritten, not

particularly accurate numbers, with crossed out text and post scripts – if we
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look at the ‘Register of reptiles and amphibians delivered by the Aquarium from

1 April 1914 to 31 March 1915’, it becomes clear that this piece of paper was in

use, that people wrote on it and then changed it again, that it perhaps even

passed through many pairs of hands. Why is it worthwhile taking a closer look

at lists like this from the early 20th century? Because they teach us something

about the  of zoo animals in natural history collections and about how

they were transformed into museum objects. Together with ,

practices of  have always been one important component of natural

history , a practice through which animals become – among others –

,  or . It is precisely this transition that we can

trace in the ‘Register of delivered animals’, because it was only in the process of

creating records of animal bodies at the museum in  and 

, by assigning them an inventory number and – in this case – a

price, that they became the property of the museum, became part of a collection

or exhibition, where they gained new functions. In short: it was in this process

that they changed their status, going from zoo attraction to collection item.

Lists, inventories, and catalogues were also used to manage the  in the

collection. These lists map the order of knowledge in a collection. It is not just

that: as tools for organising collections, they also shape and structure this order

themselves.

But above all, lists like the register are interesting in terms of what they can tell

us about the shared history of the zoo and the museum. As they organised the

exchange between these two institutions, they are important sources for

investigating the history of the relationship between Berlin’s Zoological Garden

and Zoological Museum in the early 20th century. How did the transfer of

animals, the exchange of information and the negotiation of values take place

back then? Which zoo animals made their way into the museum in the first

place, how did they become collection items, and how was their value

determined? Documents like the ‘Register of delivered animals’ can provide

helpful clues in this regard. Sometimes, they are the only  that remain.

Object Transfer and the Circulation of Lists

In 1915, the Berlin Zoo and the Natural History Museum were already able to

look back on a good 70 years of shared history. Since their beginnings, they had

been closely connected both institutionally and in terms of personnel, as can be

seen in the example of zoologist Martin Hinrich Lichtenstein, who was the

director of collections at the Zoological Museum from 1813 and, from 1844, the

head of the recently opened zoo as well. The museum, which aimed to collect

and catalogue the world’s fauna as exhaustively as possible, had been receiving

numerous  from the zoo since the very start. In 1913, when an

aquarium was constructed at the zoo, they were joined by fish, insects,

amphibians, and reptiles.

The register provides an insight into the kinds of animals the Zoo Aquarium was

keeping shortly after it opened in 1913. But this is just a snippet; more precise

information about the aquarium’s animal holdings can be found in the zoo

archive, which provides a much more complete picture. However, what the

‘Register of delivered animals’ can give us is an impression of which 
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(meaning that they had apparently only survived at the aquarium for a brief

period after its opening in 1913) – that is, which animals had an  as

collection items or exhibits, including olms, iguanas, snakes, and turtles.

Indeed, the zoo and the adjoining aquarium were not the only sources of

animals for the museum, which is also indicated by the number of animals that

were transferred, which was not all that high. Some museum curators even

preferred sourcing their material from , collectors, or from other

museums – which we will come back to later. However, the local zoo at this time

was, as in many other cities, an important source of animals and, vice versa, the

museum was a regular recipient of animal cadavers. How did this kind of

transfer take place back then?

Negotiating Prices and Values

We can imagine the exchange between these two institutions roughly as follows:

the zoological garden regularly sent the museum lists of animals that had

recently died. These offer lists were usually intended for internal use only and

for making direct arrangements between the zoo and the museum. Each of the

museum’s various subcollections selected what they could use from these lists,

although certain specimens were more coveted than others, especially if they

were members of rare species or species that were difficult to come by.

The register of 1914 also provides an indication of the value of a single animal

cadaver back then. It does not just note the species names of the arriving

animals or when they went from the zoo to the museum but also points to the

various forms of exchange between the two institutions. It shows how economies

of gifting, trade, and barter overlapped, for the zoo offered some animals to the

museum as gifts and others as objects for barter or purchase. While the zoo gave

a majority of animals to the museum for no charge, prices and values had to be

determined for the animals that were for sale.  The zoo generally left the task of

setting the price to the museum, where it was the director’s job to appraise the

animals, although he usually delegated this task to the respective collection

curator.  Some animal bodies were sent to the museum for inspection first, but

most of the decisions about them were made on the basis of lists. If the zoo was

happy with the price put forward by the museum, a zoo vehicle would normally

bring a single or several animal cadavers to the museum, where they were

entered into the inventory and appraised.

Although the zoo generally accepted the suggested price, there was occasional

disagreement about the value of a specimen, in which case, as we read in the

correspondence between the two institutions, the price had to be renegotiated

until a decision was made either in favour of or against the acquisition. We find

traces of this process in the register in numbers that have been crossed-out and

overwritten, as well as in the comment, “The values on the right that have not

been crossed out apply.” These lists created both order as well as ownership;

they show how things were assigned meaning and value.

Compared with these lists, the information entered in invoices about the

animals that had been delivered provide more accurate information. There is

already an inventory number beside some animal names and values, which is

what irrevocably turns a zoo animal into a collection item.
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However, not all animal bodies that were listed were actually used. Some

bearing the note ‘unusable’ were not priced. It is no longer possible to

reconstruct whether the note ‘unusable’ was made in relation to the animal

cadaver’s poor state of preservation or to the fact that the museum did not

require the specimen in question.  But what the invoices sent by the zoo to the

museum illustrate is that negotiations and item inspections were taking place –

and that there were also , like furs, skins, and skulls, that did not

stay in the museum.

Whether a zoo animal could be used by the museum and which price was paid

depended on various factors. For 1914 at least, we know that a dead zoo animal

was appraised at ten per cent of the value of a live animal.  The price that the

museum was prepared to pay, however, also depended on the physical state of

the animal and on its rarity. Whatever was rare was coveted, because

endangerment and extinction produced a  that increased the value of an

animal or its species.  When the zoo offered the museum the fur and skeleton of

its last Père David’s deer in 1914,  for example, the museum valued it at 20

marks. Zoo Director Heck replied that the animal was worth at least 200 marks,

because it had been:

“the last Père David’s deer still living in a zoological garden. The fact that it is

by all appearances a completely extinct animal in its home country is something of

which you are just as aware as we. […] We would not have been surprised if you had

set its value ten times higher, at M 200; for we do not believe that you will

receive another Père David’s deer […].”

However, its value depended not just on the number of animals living in the

wild but also on the number of specimens of the same species that a collection

already had in its possession. Here, the Zoological Museum of the Friedrich-

Wilhelms-Universität zu Berlin was in a good position: at the beginning of the

20th century, the Berlin institution already had an excellent ranking among the

German natural history museums as it had the most extensive collections and

was located in the capital, and it claimed a prominent role for itself. Curator of

mammals Paul Matschie therefore rejected the zoo’s offer of the Père David’s

deer.

A Thirst for Knowledge

Information was important currency in the exchange that took place between

the zoo and the museum, especially when it came to the various forms of

bartering that existed alongside the sale of objects. There were times when the

zoo had taxidermies of animals prepared at the museum (these were usually

gifts for supervisory board members but could also be intended for sale), for

which the museum received other specimens in return.  However, objects were

more frequently exchanged for knowledge. The zoo benefited from the

specialised  of the museum’s various collection employees and

sent specimens to them to have them identified, in exchange for which the

museum collection received the animals it desired.  In 1913, for example,

curator and later director of the recently opened Zoo Aquarium, ,

wrote to the museum:
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“Please find attached insects from New Orleans or northern Central America. Might I

ask for the approximate name of the locust? Are these things worth anything?”

Here we see that the animals were treated as objects and incorporated into

scientific and commercial . Their value – both scientific and commercial

– in turn depended considerably on the novelty or rarity of the species. With

respect to the supposedly last  living in a zoo offered to the

museum in 1914 for 200 marks by Zoo Director Ludwig Heck, Matschie noted

that he doubted that the species was extinct, thereby invalidating the argument

that it was the ‘last of its kind’, and only offered 20 marks.  The process of

acquiring animals was therefore based on specific knowledge that proved to be a

currency when it came to determining the value and price of an animal.

For the museum, information about the animals it was offered was also

important, although in a different way than it was for the zoo. The collections at

the museum required data that was as detailed as possible for every animal.

Information about where an animal had been captured was indispensable for

ascertaining its scientific value. In the 19th century, many natural history

museums were therefore already writing their own manuals for collectors in the

field, which contained precise instructions about how to write labels and

waybills, for instance, by providing information about the collector, where the

animal had been found, and on which date as part of the effort of  of

the natural world.  Because zoological gardens and animal dealers often

neglected to include this information, there was little in the way of standardised

guidelines and therefore in the way of consistent or comprehensive

information.  Items such as , which were affixed to zoo animals as

accompanying notes when they were delivered to the museum, show how scarce

the existing information often was.

Label for the transfer of an animal from the zoo to the Zoological Museum with (sparse)

information. (MfN, HBSB, S004-02-05, Nr. 96, Bl. 022 verso; MfN, HBSB, S004-02-05, Nr. 96, Bl. 105

recto. All rights reserved.)

For this reason, museum curators frequently had to contact the zoo again in

order to ascertain when the animal had arrived at the zoo and, if possible, to

obtain information about where it had been caught or at least about the dealer

or collector who had supplied it.  Lists would once again be sent back and forth,

in which the zoo was supposed to enter the information it had about the 

the animal was found. However, because the latter was frequently unable to

answer these questions itself or was unable to answer them precisely enough

using its own systems of recording-keeping, such as  and the 

, museum curators often had to carry out even more provenance

research, writing to dealers, animal catchers, suppliers, and intermediaries in

order to trace back the chain of custody. It is at this point that the local network
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once again becomes global, pointing back to worldwide networks of trade and

supply chains. For, back then, a considerable proportion of the animals at Berlin

Zoo came from established, globally operating  like Ruhe, located in

the northern German town of Alfeld, J.F.G. Umlauff in Hamburg, and Carl

Hagenbeck in Stellingen. Since the late 19th century, these companies had been

employing animal catchers in the German colonies, both Europeans and local

go-betweens. These traders were constantly receiving enquiries from natural

history museums. For example, in 1932, Hermann Pohle, Matschie’s successor

as the head of the Mammals Collection, wrote to the Hagenbeck company to

enquire where in the Sudan an elephant cow named “Mary” had been caught.

Berlin Zoo had bought the animal from Hagenbeck in 1888 and had sent it to the

museum after its death in 1924.  The response from Ludwig Zukowsky, an

employee of the firm Hagenbeck, says a lot about the information

infrastructures of the time – which data was recorded in the field and passed on

and which of it was lost over long distances or with the passing of time.

Although Hagenbeck, like many animal trading companies, kept internal

inventory books, Zukowsky notes, “You will seldom be able to make much use of

the scarce communications about the origins of our animals.”  In relation to the

elephant, Zukowsky therefore answered:

“From the books of my company, all I can determine is that the item made its way to

Hamburg on a ‘Sudan Transport’. However, because Menges [one of Hagenbeck’s animal

catchers] usually embarked upon his catching trips from Kassela and had already had

good catching results further afield from this location, it is likely that the item

comes from that area.”

The details remained scarce and vague. How else was it possible to obtain

information? Zukowsky referred Pohle to articles in specialist journals that one

could search for information about specific catching expeditions:

“I would presume that Menges reported on his catching results back then in

‘Zoological Garden’. […] Perhaps you should consider taking a look through a number

of back runs.”

But information was frequently only passed on orally. What was not written

down or relied on an individual’s memories was at risk of not being passed on,

for example, during the transition to the next generation of employees:

“Moreover, Matschie was already talking about the ‘upper Atbaran’ in relation to the

origins of ‘Mary’ the elephant cow. He surely must have received a message to that

effect – perhaps from Hagenbeck or from Menges.”

The fragmented  of the global animal trade, with its myriad actors,

sources, and forms of knowledge but without any standardised form of record-

keeping, influenced which kind of information was passed on to whom. In some

cases, no data was recorded at all, because, for dealers and zoos alike, it was not

crucial to have precise details about the location where the animal was caught –

whereas, for collection curators, that was the equivalent of an incomplete data

situation. Different kinds of information and inscriptions were of differing

significance and value for dealers as commercial enterprises and for museums

as scientific institutions. The way that data was recorded, passed on, and stored
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depended on disciplinary standards, institutional purposes, and practical

reasons, and in turn influenced the scientificity or at least the claim to it. In

short: various needs required and shaped various practices of record-keeping.

These differences confronted the Zoological Museum with problems that

sometimes only came to light many years later. This was because animal

cadavers delivered to the museum by the zoo were frequently only entered into

the  and scientifically described months or even years later. For this

reason, museum curators sometimes requested information from the zoo about

animals that had come to the museum long before and had made their way into

the zoo even earlier. In some cases, this made it all the more difficult to

reconstruct where exactly the animal had been captured.

This is revealed once again by the elephant cow “Mary”, who came to the

Zoological Museum from Berlin Zoo after her death in 1924. When museum

curator Hermann Pohle wrote to animal trading company Hagenbeck to request

information about the animal, it had been 44 years since she had been imported

to Germany in 1888. The difficulty now was not just finding people or records

that could provide information about the past import; the problem was also of a

scientific nature. Over the course of those 44 years, it had become increasingly

important from a zoological standpoint to make sure that records, in particular

of where an animal had been found or captured, were as precise as possible.

However, Zukowsky wrote the following about “Mary”:

“It is highly unlikely that it will ever be possible to find the kind of precise

information about the origins of this type of L.a.oxyotis [he means the Sudanese

steppe elephant Loxodonta africana oxyotis] required by contemporary systematics for

your examinations.” .

In the late 19th century, scientists still predominantly adhered to a systematics

according to which all of Africa’s steppe elephants (with two exceptions) were

considered oxyotis. It was therefore almost impossible to clearly identify an

animal or trace its precise location of capture. Here we see the historical

changes that were taking place in , mirroring the dynamics of

research cultures and, not least, changing information infrastructures and

methods of record-keeping. What was a scientific obstacle for a museum became

a primarily bureaucratic challenge for the zoo, as searching for and compiling

information about animals from earlier decades was extremely time-consuming

research for zoo employees. To one of the numerous letters in which curator of

mammals Hermann Pohle once again enquired into the origins of various

animals, zoo employee Georg Steinbacher responded as follows:

“I have received your animal list and am quite horrified about how long it has

become. It will take many days of strenuous work to compile the more precise

information about the 180 animals it contains.”

The repercussions can still be felt today, not least in attempts to trace the

origins and history of the zoo animals that wound up in the museum in the early

20th century. This applies to both collection curators and historians – either

they cannot find sufficient information, or the specimens are still waiting to be

inventoried and described. Collection curators in 2021 might sometimes know
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how Steinbacher felt in 1935 when they receive enquiries about the items in

their collections. Analysing existing inventories and entering new arrivals into

the inventory are two of the essential and tedious, though rarely acknowledged,

tasks performed in collections – even if the transfers that take place between

zoos and museums are now primarily recorded in databases and the associated

exchange of information between institutions now predominantly takes place

online. Whether analogue or digital, no zoo and no natural history museum can

get by without lists, without records of their animals; and no history that aims to

research the relationships between these institutions can avoid delving into the

archived paperwork of yesterday.
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